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TFS to Azure DevOps
Migration Service
Let DevOpsGroup upgrade TFS quickly, safely and skilfully,
releasing your engineers to focus on customer value delivery.

Take the low-risk path
Moving from TFS to Azure DevOps is not always straightforward
and many organisations struggle to migrate to Azure DevOps at
their first attempt. If you have a complex configuration, numerous
source code repositories or want to combine multiple Azure DevOps
organisations, standard tools may not be up to the task.
• DevOps Group have developed bespoke tooling to provide
you a seamless transition into Azure DevOps.

Plan
Identify what needs
to move and how to
overcome challenges.

• Our consultants and engineers have proven experience
navigating complex TFS to Azure DevOps migrations.

An expert-led migration
Investing in-house skills for a one-time upgrade doesn’t make
business sense. Our migration service delivers better value and is a
quicker, safer option.

Test
Perform a dry-run using a
test environment on the
Azure Cloud Platform.

Our consultants hold a migration workshop to build an understanding
of the existing implementation, objectives and challenges. Then
our engineers move work items, history and code repositories
using bespoke tools they’ve developed to accelerate and de-risk
the process.
• Potential problems identified and managed upfront.
• Minimum disruption for users.
• Fast, low risk migration.

Migrate
Execute the full migration
once potential issues
have been resolved.

We’ll deliver a fully functioning Azure DevOps
implementation with all the agreed objects migrated across.

A safe, secure and seamless move to Azure DevOps
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Inception Day:
We identify the best
migration approach for you.
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A DevOpsGroup consultant joins your in-house team onsite to elicit the information
we need to devise a successful migration. During this session, we identify which
projects and branches will be migrated from your code repository, which work
items need to move and any builds requiring reconfiguration in the new Azure
DevOps instance.
Plan:

Test:

Identify exactly what will be
migrated including; source
code, work items, builds, etc.

We use a test environment to
ensure that everything
migrates as expected.

Migrate:
Migration to Azure
DevOps is performed

Preparation
Our team replicates the current environment on the Azure Cloud Platform to perform
a dry-run. This critical step enables issues to be identified and rectified in advance of
the full migration, as well as providing an opportunity for final validation.
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We use a test environment to
ensure that everything
migrates as expected.

Migration to Azure
DevOps is performed

Migration
Once we have the
green-light, we upgrade your existing TFS deployment by initiating
We minimise risks, and ensure you migrate safely.
the Azure DevOps 2019 Server Upgrade Process. We then migrate the code repository
Quote here. and any inactive work items. Next, we migrate final work items and recent commits, to
ensure all migrated data is up to date.
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We’re experienced
The outcome is a frictionless migration,
expertly orchestrated
to derivein value from the Azure DevOps
We deliver on time
delivering successful
and on budget.
environment quickly.
migrations.

“

We’re experienced in
delivering successful
migrations.

We deliver on time
and on budget.

“Our migration to Azure DevOps had to be handled with care and expertise. DevOpsGroup
delivered on both counts. The high calibre of consultants and engineers ensured this
complex task was completed on time, with potential issues resolved during the dry-run.”
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Simplified Azure
deployment

CS Product Manager at SureView Systems

Immediate access to
latest features

Simplified Azure
deployment
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We’re experienced in
delivering successful
migrations.

Make migration easy with our TFS to Azure DevOps service.
To find out more, contact our team.

CTA here

0800 368 7378
Focus on
delivering value

Contact UsCTA here

team@devopsgroup.com

Targeted Support
Prices for our TFS to Azure
DevOps Migration Service begin
at £25,000.

